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Black is viewed as the color of evil and death in virtually all cultures. With this association in mind,

we were interested in whether a cue as subtle as the color of a person's clothing might have a signifi-
cant impact on his or her behavior. To test this possibility, we examined whether professional football
and ice hockey teams that wear black uniforms are more aggressive than those that wear nonblack
uniforms. An analysis of the penalty records of the National Football League and the National

Hockey League indicate that teams with black uniforms in both sports ranked near the top of their
leagues in penalties throughout the period of study. On those occasions when a team switched from
nonblack to black uniforms, the switch was accompanied by an immediate increase in penalties.

The results of two laboratory experiments indicate that this finding can be attributed to both social

perception and self-perception processes—that is, to the biased judgments of referees and to the
increased aggressiveness of the players themselves. Our discussion focuses on the theoretical implica-
tions of these data for an understanding of the variable, or "situated," nature of the self.

A convenient feature of the traditional American Western

film was the ease with which the viewer could distinguish the

good guys from the bad guys: The bad guys wore the black hats.

Of course, film directors did not invent this connection between

black and evil, but built upon an existing association that ex-

tends deep into our culture and language. When a terrible thing

happens on a given day, we refer to it as a "black day," as when

the Depression was ushered in by the infamous "Black Thurs-

day." We can hurt ourselves by "blackening" our reputation or

be hurt by others by being "blacklisted," "blackballed," or

"blackmailed" (Williams, 1964). When the Chicago White Sox

deliberately lost the 1919 World Series as part of a betting

scheme, they became known as the Chicago Black Sox, and to

this day this "dark" chapter in American sports history is

known as the Black Sox Scandal. In a similar vein, Muhammed

Ali has observed that we refer to white cake as "angel food cake"

and dark cake as "devil's food cake."

These anecdotes concerning people's negative associations to

the color black are reinforced by the research literature on color

meanings. In one representative experiment, groups of college

students and seventh graders who were asked to make semantic

differential ratings of colors were found to associate black with

evil, death, and badness (Williams & McMurty, 1970). More-
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over, this association between black and evil is not strictly an

American or Western phenomenon, because college students in

Germany, Denmark, Hong Kong, and India (Williams, More-

land, & Underwood, 1970) and Ndembu tribesmen in Central

Africa (Turner, 1967) all report that the color black connotes

evil and death. Thus, Adams and Osgood (1973) concluded that

black is seen, in virtually all cultures, as the color of evil and

death.

The intriguing question is whether these associations influ-

ence people's behavior in important ways. For example, does

wearing black clothing lead both the wearer and others to per-

ceive him or her as more evil and aggressive? More important,

does it lead the wearer to actually act more aggressively? ?

This possibility is suggested by studies on anonymity and

"deindividuation" which show that a person's clothing can

affect the amount of aggression he or she expresses. In one

study, female subjects in a "learning" experiment were asked to

deliver shocks to another subject whenever she made a mistake.

Under the pretense of minimizing individual identities, one half

of the subjects wore nurses uniforms (a prosocial cue), and the

other half wore outfits resembling Ku Klux Klan uniforms (an

antisocial cue). As predicted, subjects who wore nurses uni-

forms delivered less shock to the "learner" than did subjects

who wore the Ku Klux KJan uniforms, which demonstrates

that the cues inherent in certain clothes can influence the wear-

er's aggressive behavior (Johnson & Downing, 1979).

Although such studies are suggestive, they involve rather con-

trived situations that raise troubling questions of ecological va-

lidity and experimental demand. Accordingly, we decided to

seek parallel evidence for a link between clothing cues and ag-

gressiveness by examining the effect of a much more subtle cue,

the color of a person's unifornOin a more ecologically valid

context. In particular, we examined the aggressiveness of teams

with black uniforms in two professional "contact" sports—

football and ice hockey. Do teams with black uniforms appear
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to play with greater aggressiveness than those with nonblack

uniforms, and if so, what are the processes that produce this

effect?

Our investigation of the relationship between uniform color

and aggressiveness is divided into four parts. First, we investi-

gated whether different colored uniforms carry the same conno-

tations as the basic colors themselves. Do the uniforms of the

black-uniformed teams in the National Football League (NFL)

and the National Hockey League (NHL) look more evil, mean,

and aggressive than the uniforms of the nonblack-uniformed

teams? Next we analyzed the penalty records from these two

leagues to test whether the teams with black uniforms are penal-

ized more than their rivals. If the evil connotations of the color

black lead those who wear black uniforms to act unusually ag-

gressively, then the teams with black uniforms in the NFL and

the NHL should be penalized more than other teams. Finally,

we conducted two experiments designed to test whether the re-

sults obtained in our analysis of penalty records were due to the

uniforms' effect on the referees' judgments (Study 3) or on the

players' actual behavior (Study 4). We conclude with a discus-

sion of the theoretical implications of our results, a discussion

that focuses on the variable, or "situated," nature of the self.

Study 1: Semantic Differential Ratings
of Team Uniforms

Method

Because a uniform is a much more complex stimulus than a swatch

of color, it was necessary to determine whether people's general associa-
tions to certain colors also apply to their perceptions of specific colored

uniforms. Thus, 25 subjects were paid $2 to make semantic differential
ratings of the uniforms of all teams in the NFL and the NHL. The
subjects were unfamiliar with either football or ice hockey: They did
not know the rules of either game, nor were they able to recognize the
uniforms of any of the teams. Only such "naive" subjects were used in

this study to ensure that their ratings were determined solely by the
characteristics of the uniforms themselves and not by the reputations
of the teams that wear them.

The subjects (22 females and 3 males) were run in groups, 10 in one
group and 15 in another. Subjects were shown color slides depicting the
uniforms of all NFL and NHL teams. The slides were taken of the offi-
cial team uniform and color swatches provided by the two leagues. The

slides showed the jerseys, pants, socks, and helmets of each team. There
were no players modeling the uniforms. Clues to a team's home city
were eliminated unless they constituted an integral part of the uniform.

The subjects rated each uniform on five 7-point semantic differential
scales: good/bad, timid/aggressive, nice/mean, active/passive, and
weak/strong. Each slide was presented for 30 s. The entire experiment
took 25 min.

Results

We considered a team to have a black uniform if at least 50%

of its "colored"' uniform was black. Thus, if a team's base jer-

sey color was black, or if its pants, helmet, and trim were black,

then it was categorized as a black-uniformed team. These cri-

teria resulted in five NFL teams with black uniforms—the

Pittsburgh Steelers, the New Orleans Saints, the Los Angeles

Raiders, the Cincinnati Bengals, and the Chicago Bears.2 Like-

wise, there were five NHL teams with black uniforms—the

Vancouver Canucks, the Pittsburgh Penguins, the Philadelphia

Flyers, the Chicago Black Hawks, and the Boston Bruins.

The three scales that directly concern badness and aggressive-

ness—good/bad, nice/mean, and timid/aggressive—were all

positively intercorrelated (median r = .67). As a result of their

statistical and conceptual interconnection, subjects' ratings on

these three scales were combined to form one overall "malevo-

lence" index. The mean malevolence ratings of the uniforms in

both leagues are presented in Table 1. If we look first at the NFL

teams, the black uniforms (Mdn = 4.97) have a decidedly more

malevolent appearance than the nonblack uniforms (Mdn =

3.85), Mann-Whitney test, p < .001.' The results are nearly

identical for the NHL teams as well (median malevolence rat-

ings of 5.13 vs. 3.85),p<.003.

Less consistent results were obtained on the two other seman-

tic differential ratings. The black uniforms in the NFL were also

rated as more "strong" (Mdn = 5.60) than the nonblack uni-

forms (Mdn = 4.65), Mann-Whitney 7. = 3.03, p < .005, and

although there was a similar trend in the ratings of the NHL

uniforms (black Mdn = 5.05, nonblack Mdn = 4.63), the

difference in these latter ratings was not significant, p > .20.

These results are consistent with earlier research in which the

color black was shown to connote strength (Adams & Osgood,

1973). Interestingly, although past research indicates that black

is generally seen as a passive color, the black uniforms in both

the NFL and the NHL were rated as marginally more active

(Mdn& — 4.9 and 5.15 for football and hockey, respectively) than

the nonblack uniforms (Mdns = 4.55 and 4.65): Z = 1.89, p <

.10, for the NFL; U= 21,p < .10, for the NHL.

We thus have clear evidence that the black uniforms worn by

teams in professional football and ice hockey look more malev-

olent (as well as somewhat more active and strong) than the non-

black uniforms worn by other teams. It remains to be seen

whether this difference in people's associations to black and

1 Teams in both sports have two uniforms: a "colored" uniform that
is dominated by the team's primary color, and a "noncolored" uniform
that is almost always predominately white and utilizes the team's pri-

mary color only for the trim and the players' numbers. The dark uni-
forms are worn by the visiting team without exception in the NHL and
by the home team on most occasions in the NFL.

2 The Bears actually wear dark blue uniforms, but they are generally

perceived to be black. For example, when we asked a random sample of
15 football fans at Cornell to name, from memory, the uniform colors
of several NFL teams, 13 of the 15 stated that the Bears' uniforms were
black. Even people with close ties to the NFL see them as black, as
evidenced by the statement of CBS commentator and former NFL

coach John Madden during a 1985 encounter between the Bears and
the Dallas Cowboys that "the Bears have got to get those black helmets

on the ball carrier." Because it is perceived color that is likely to influence
a team's penalty record, we included the Bears as one of the black-uni-
formed teams. However, it should be pointed out that all significant
differences reported in this article between teams with black and non-
black uniforms remain significant if the Bears are treated as one of the

teams with nonblack uniforms.
3 All alpha levels reported in Studies 1 and 2 are based on Mann-

Whitney tests of the relevant data. We report only the alpha levels when-
ever the raw data are presented in one of the tables, and we report the

Mann-Whitney statistics (U or Z, depending on the sample size) when
they are not. Mann-Whitney tests were chosen over (tests to protect
against the adverse effects of outliers.
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Table 1
Malevolence Ratings of the Uniforms of Professional Football and Hockey Teams

Football team Rating Hockey team Rating

LA HAIDERS
PITTSBURGH
CINCINNATI
NEW ORLEANS
CHICAGO
Kansas City
Washington
St. Louis
NY Jets
LA Rams
Cleveland
San Diego
Green Bay
Philadelphia
Minnesota
Atlanta
San Francisco
Indianapolis
Seattle
Denver
Tampa Bay
New England
Buffalo
Detroit
NY Giants
Dallas
Houston
Miami

5.10
5.00
4.97
4.83
4.68
4.58
4.40
4.27
4.12
4.10
4.05
4.05
4.00
3.97
3.90
3.87
3.83
3.83
3.82
3.80
3.77
3.60
3.53
3.38
3.27
3.15
2.88
2.80

VANCOUVER
PHILADELPHIA
BOSTON
New Jersey
PITTSBURGH
CHICAGO
Montreal
Detroit
Edmonton
Calgary
LA Kings
Minnesota
Buffalo
NY Rangers
NY Islanders
Winnepeg
St. Louis
Washington
Toronto
Quebec
Hartford

5.33
5.17
5.13
4.45
4.27
4.18
4.18
4.15
4.15
4.13
4.05
4.00
4.00
3.90
3.80
3.78
3.75
3.73
3.58
3.33
3.32

Note. Teams in boldface capitals are those with black uniforms. The malevolence ratings represent the average rating of three semantic differential
scales: good/bad, timid/aggressive, and nice/mean.

nonblack uniforms is related to how often these teams are pe-

nalized.

Study 2: Analyses of NFL and NHL Penalty Records

Are teams with black uniforms in the NFL and NHL penal-

ized more often than their opponents in nonblack uniforms? To

answer this question, we obtained the official penalty records of

NFL and NHL teams from 1970 to the most recently com-

pleted season in each sport (the 1986 season for the NFL and

the 1985/1986 season for the NHL). The records were obtained

from the central offices of both leagues. We started our analysis

at the 1970 season because that was the year the NFL merged

with the now defunct American Football League to form one

league with a single set of rules and a common group of referees.

We used the same cutoff point for the NHL records simply to

get a comparable data set. Furthermore, had we gone back any

farther in the NHL record book, we would shortly have been in

an era when only six professional hockey teams existed.

The National Football League

Nearly all penalties in professional football involve moving

the football a certain distance (usually 5, 10, or 15 yds) away

from the goal to which the offending team is heading. The

league office provided us with complete records of both the

number of penalties incurred by each team and the total num-

ber of yards penalized. Because penalties for overaggressiveness

are generally more severe (e.g., 15 yds for "spearing," "clip-

ping," or a "headslap") than for infractions having little to do

with aggressiveness (e.g., 5 yds for "offsides," "illegal motion,"

or "delay of game"), we selected the number of yards penalized

as the better measure of how aggressively a team plays the game.

All teams were ranked in terms of the number of yards penal-

ized for each of the seasons from 1970 to 1986. The average

ranking of the five teams with black uniforms was then calcu-

lated and compared to the average to be expected if they were

no more likely to be penalized than their opponents (i.e., the

average rank of all teams). As predicted, teams with black uni-

forms in the NFL are uncommonly aggressive: In all but one of

the last 17 years these five teams were penalized more yards

than one would expect under the appropriate null hypothesis.

To test the statistical significance of these effects, the number

of yards a team was penalized in a given year was converted to

a i score for each of the 17 seasons. The 17 z scores were then

averaged for each team to get an overall measure of a team's

history of penalties during this time period. These data, shown

in Table 2, indicate that the teams with black uniforms are pe-

nalized significantly more than their rivals with nonblack uni-

forms, p < .02, thus providing strong support for our hypothe-

sis. Football teams with black uniforms are indeed more aggres-

sive than other teams, as measured by how much they are

penalized.
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Table 2

Mean Number of Yards Penalized (in z Scores) for National

Football League Teams From 1970 to 1986

Team z

LA RAIDERS
Buffalo
PITTSBURGH
Cleveland
Houston
Atlanta
CHICAGO"
CINCINNATI
San Diego
Denver
Dallas
NEW ORLEANS
San Francisco
Detroit
Seattle"
NY Jets
St. Louis
Washington
LA Rams
New England
Kansas City
Indianapolis
NY Giants
Tampa Bayb

Philadelphia
Green Bay
Minnesota
Miami

1.19
0.63
0.48
0.44
0.38
0.30
0.29
0.27
0.27
0.24
0.23
0.10
0.09
0.04
0.02
0.01

-0.01
-0.07
-0.09
-0.18
-0.19
-0.19
-0.32
-0.41
-0.49
-0.73
-0.81
-1.60

Note. Teams in boldface capitals are those with black uniforms.
* Chicago's uniform is often thought to be black but is in fact a dark
navy blue.
" These teams have only been in the National Football League since the
1976 season.

The National Hockey League

Recall that there are currently five teams with black uniforms

in the NHL. However, only three of these teams—the Boston

Bruins, the Chicago Black Hawks, and the Philadelphia Fly-

ers—wore black uniforms during the entire 16-year period un-

der investigation. The other two switched from nonblack to

black during this time—the Pittsburgh Penguins during the

1979-1980 season and the Vancouver Canucks before the

1978-1979 season. The data from these latter two teams were

naturally treated as part of the nonblack sample during the ear-

lier years and as part of the black sample after they switched.

These teams provide the most informative test of the link be-

tween uniform color and aggressiveness: Will the same team

become more aggressive after switching to black uniforms?

In hockey, all penalties require the player who committed the

infraction to sit out a portion of the game, during which time

his team is outnumbered by the opposing team. Players sit out

for 2, 5, or 10 min depending on the severity of the violation.

The league office of the NHL provided us with the total number

of minutes each team was penalized per season.

All teams were ranked in terms of the number of minutes

penalized for each of the 16 seasons from 1970-1971 to 1985-

1986. The average ranking of the teams with black uniforms

(either 3, 4, or 5 teams depending on the year) was then calcu-

lated and compared to the average to be expected if they were

no more likely to be penalized than their opponents (i.e., the

average rank of all teams). As predicted, NHL teams that wear

black uniforms—like their black-uniformed counterparts in

professional football—are unusually aggressive: Their players

spent more time in the penalty box than expected in each of the

last 16 years.

To test the statistical significance of these effects, the number

of minutes a team was penalized in a given year was converted

to a z score for each of the 16seasons.The 16 z scores were then

averaged for each team to get an overall measure of a team's

history of penalties during this time. These data, shown in Table

3, indicate that hockey teams with black uniforms incur sub-

stantially more penalties than their opponents. The difference

between the black and nonblack teams on this measure is sig-

nificant regardless of how the data from the two teams that

switched uniforms (Pittsburgh and Vancouver) are treated:

with Pittsburgh and Vancouver eliminated from the analysis,

p < .05; with Pittsburgh and Vancouver contributing two data

points in the analysis (one observation for their nonblack years

and one for their black years), p < .005.

What happened when Pittsburgh and Vancouver switched to

black uniforms? Did their penalty minutes increase? The rele-

vant data, presented in Figure 1, indicate that they did, indeed.

The difference in penalty minutes (in z scores) before and after

the uniform change is significant for Pittsburgh, U = 9.5, p <

Table 3

Mean Number of Penalty Minutes (in z Scores) for National

Hockey League Teams From 1970-1971 to 1985-1986

Team z

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH"
VANCOUVER"
Edmonton
Detroit
BOSTON
Quebec
Toronto
Vancouver0

CHICAGO
Washington
Si. Louis
Minnesota
Los Angeles
Winnepeg
NY Rangers
Pittsburgh11

Hartford
NY Islanders
Calgary
Buffalo
Montreal
New Jersey

2.01
0.88
0.64
0.58
0.44
0.42
0.41
0.34
0.05

-0.02
-0.07
-0.09
-0.11
-0.20
-0.30
-0.31
-0.31
-0.34
-0.35
-0.40
-0.68
-0.70
-0.78

Note. Teams in boldface capitals are those with black uniforms.
' Mean for the black-uniformed years, from 1980-1981 to 1985-1986.
"Mean for the black-uniformed years, from 1978-1979 to 1985-1986.
'Mean for nonblack-uniformed years, from 1970-1971 until 1977-
1978.
"Mean for nonblack-uniformed years, 1970-1971 until 1978-1979.
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VANCOUVER CANUCKS

PENALTY
MINUTES

(IN 2-

SCORES)

1 5

1.0

0.5

0.0

-0 .5

-1.0

-1 .5

-2.0

111

'70 '71 '72 '73 '74 '75 '76 '77 '78 '79

SEASON

50 '81 '82 '83 '84 '85

PITTSBURGH PENGUINS

PENALTY
MINUTES

(IN Z-
SCORES)

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

-0 .5 l¥

'70 '71 '72 '73 '74 '75 '76 '77 '78 '79 '80 '81 '82 '83 '84 '85

SEASON

Figure!. Number of minutes penalized, in 2 scores, for the years 1970-
1971 (listed as "70") to 1985-1986 (listed as "85") for the two National
Hockey League teams that switched from nonblack to black uniforms.

.05, and marginally so for Vancouver, U = 25, p < . 1 5.4 To rule
out the possibility that these increases in penalty minutes may
have stemmed from players playing more energetically and ag-
gressively after any kind of change (including a change to a non-
black uniform), similar data were examined from another
team. This team switched from blue-and-gold to red-and-green
uniforms when they moved from Colorado (where they were
the Rockies) to assume their new identity as the New Jersey
Devils. However, unlike the two teams that switched to black
uniforms, their change of colors (and locale) was not accompa-
nied by an increase in penalties.

Even more direct evidence that the color of a team's uniform
is connected to how often its players are penalized is obtained
by comparing (a) the number of penalty minutes logged by the
Pittsburgh Penguins during the first 44 games of the 1 979- 1 980
season when they wore blue uniforms, with (b) the correspond-
ing number during the final 35 games when they wore black.
During the first 44 games they averaged 8 penalty min per game;
after switching to black uniforms this average increased to 12

= 2.16,/7<.05).

Discussion

These data indicate that the uniform color of professional
sports teams is related to how aggressively they play the game,

as measured by how frequently they are penalized. Teams with
black uniforms are overwhelmingly likely to rank near the top
of their leagues in penalties. On those rare occasions when a
team switched to black uniforms from another color, the switch
was accompanied by a dramatic increase in penalties. This was
true in one case even when the change occurred in the middle
of the season, so that the "before" and "after" data were pro-
vided by the same players, being led by the same coaches, under
the watchful eye of the same management.

We initiated this research with the hypothesis that wearing
black uniforms would lead players to play more aggressively
than they would with nonblack uniforms. However, there are at
least two other possible explanations for the finding that teams
with black uniforms are penalized more often than their rivals.
First, because referees are also likely to associate the color black
with evil and aggressiveness, they may view any given action as
more malevolent if it is performed by a player in a black uni-
form. Thus, players in black uniforms may not play the game
any more aggressively, but may simply be more likely to be pe-
nalized for actions that would be ignored if performed by play-
ers wearing nonblack uniforms. This explanation is by no
means incompatible with the possibility that players in black
uniforms actually play more aggressively: These two processes
may be jointly responsible for the observed relationship be-
tween uniform color and penalties.

A second alternative explanation of our results is less interest-
ing psychologically. According to this interpretation, the ob-
served results are simply due to the fact that the management
of certain teams want their players to play aggressively in the
belief that doing so will make them more likely to win.5 Operat-
ing with this belief, these teams deliberately recruit players who
are unusually aggressive. Furthermore, to be consistent with the
aggressiveness theme of their organization, they choose black as
the color of their team's uniform. According to this interpreta-
tion, then, the connection between black uniforms and elevated

4 Of course, these data bear only on the difference in penalty levels
before and after the uniform switch for each of these fvw? teams, not on
the possible differences in penalty records of all teams that might switch
uniform colors. Thus, if one considers the present data to be the "popu-
lation" of before and after records for these two teams, one simply notes
the obvious change in penalty levels and ignores the question of statisti-
cal significance. These results are perhaps best viewed in this manner.
Nevertheless, we report the results of the significance tests that would
be appropriate if one were to consider the present data to be "samples"
from the population of all possible "before" and "after" seasons for each
of these two teams. For these tests, it is necessary to point out that the
serial correlation between the penalty records for successive years for
each team is essentially zero once the effect of uniform color has been
partialed out (r = -.02 for Vancouver and r = .14 for Pittsburgh). In
other words, the data from different years (apart from the uniform
switch) are statistically independent, and thus satisfy the assumptions
of the relevant chance model underlying the Mann-Whitney test. Fi-
nally, the Mann-Whitney test on the Pittsburgh data does not include
the records for the 1979-1980 season because Pittsburgh switched uni-
forms in the middle of that season.

5 During the period under investigation, the black-uniformed teams
in the NFL and the NHL did not win a significantly higher percentage
of their games than teams with nonblack uniforms (Mann-Whitney
Zs < I).
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penalty records is spurious: It stems from teams that happen to

wear black deliberately stocking their rosters with "thugs."

Although this latter interpretation has some intuitive appeal

(it is perfectly consistent with many people's image of the Los

Angeles Raiders football team, for example), we believe that it

cannot serve as an adequate account of the present results. It

does not, for example, explain the fact that the two NHL teams

that switched to black uniforms experienced an increase in pen-

alties. For one of these teams, the Pittsburgh Penguins, the

change took place in the middle of the season and thus was not

accompanied by any change in players, coaches, or team philos-

ophy. (The reason for the uniform switch was that Pittsburgh's

professional football team, the Steelers, and baseball team, the

Pirates, had just won the world championships of their respec-

tive sports—both while wearing black and gold uniforms. Thus,

on the day after the Steelers won their championship, the Pen-

guins announced that they were immediately switching to black

and gold, Pittsburgh's colors of champions.)

At the very least, then, it is clear that such a differential re-

cruitment of aggressive players by black- and nonblack-uni-

formed teams is neither necessary nor sufficient to explain the

main findings reported here, although it may contribute to our

results. Moreover, this artifactual interpretation of our results

would be rendered even less compelling by any direct experi-

mental evidence in support of the other two, more psychologi-

cal, interpretations. It is to such evidence that we now turn.6

Study 3: Biased Perceptions of the Aggressiveness of

Black-Uniformed Teams

To determine whether the penalty data reported in Study 2

might stem from the biased judgments of referees, we had sub-

jects watch videotaped segments of a "staged" football game

in which the defensive team was wearing either black or white

uniforms. Subjects made a series of judgments about the defen-

sive team's actions after each play. Because the actions pre-

sented on the videotape were staged by us, they depicted the

same events in both the white and black versions. Despite this

equivalence, we hypothesized that the association between

black uniforms and meanness and aggressiveness would cause

subjects to question the legality of the defensive team's actions

more when they were wearing black uniforms than when they

were wearing white.

Method

Procedure. The subjects were shown a videotape of two football plays
involving the same two teams and were asked to make judgments about
the actions of the defensive team in each. There were two versions of the

videotape: one in which the defensive team wore black uniforms and
one in which they wore white (the offensive team wore red in both ver-
sions). To ensure that any observed differences in subjects' ratings across

the black and white versions of these plays could be attributed to the
difference in uniform color, it was imperative that the two versions be
identical on all other dimensions. With this in mind, we staged the plays
ourselves. With the help of a group of former high school and college

football players, we taped two versions of the two plays, making every

effort to keep them identical. Each play was choreographed such that
the actions of the defensive team were of borderline compliance with
the rules of the game. The first play depicted two members of the defen-

sive team grabbing the ball carrier, driving him back several yards, and
throwing him to the ground with considerable force; the second play
showed a ball carrier trying to leap over a tackier and being violently hit
in mid-air by another member of the defensive team.

Of course, it is impossible to determine whether two versions of such
a complex stimulus are in fact identical. As a result, we adopted a con-

trol procedure to guarantee the validity of our comparison of subjects'

ratings of the two versions of the same play. In particular, we presented
the videotapes to different groups of subjects in two different ways: in

color to one group and with the color removed to the other group. By
turning down the color and contrast dials on the videotape monitor, the
color of the defensive team's uniforms became a dull grey that varied
only slightly in brightness across the two versions. The experiment thus
consisted of a 2 X 2 between-subjects design, with the color of the defen-
sive team's uniforms (black/white) crossed with whether the tape was
played with or without color (color/no-color). If no difference is ob-
served in subjects' ratings of the two plays when the tapes are played

without color, but there is a difference when the full-color versions are
played, then we can safely attribute the latter effect to the difference in
uniform color and not to any inherent asymmetry in the two versions

of the same play.
Subjects were run in groups of 1 to 4. Whenever 2 or more subjects

were run in a session, they were separated into pegboard "booths" and
asked not to comment on the videotape. The subjects then witnessed

two plays with the defensive team in both plays wearing either black or
white uniforms (or the "no-color" presentations of one of these). Before
the videotape was shown, subjects were read the following instructions:

What we would like you to do is to make referees' judgments of a
pair of football plays—plays filmed during a scrimmage between
two small-college teams. You will be shown the first play only once,
and in slow motion. Then the videotape machine will be stopped,
and you will fill out a questionnaire concerning the play you have
just witnessed. Once you have completed the questionnaire, the
procedure will be repeated for the second play, and then there will
be a final questionnaire for you to fill out. Please focus on the defen-
sive team when watching the videotape.

The dependent measures consisted of two sets of questionnaire items.
One set was filled out after each of the two plays. Subjects first indicated
on a 9-point Likert scale how likely they would be to penalize the defen-
sive team for the play in question, and then they chose one of eight
descriptions of the aggressiveness of the defensive team's actions that
were ordered in severity (e.g., 8 = "a 'cheap shot' designed to hurt the

opposing player," 5 = "legal, but exceedingly aggressive," and 1 = "legal

6 Before turning to the experimental evidence, there is a final aspect

of our archival analyses that warrants discussion. Recall (Footnote 1)
that teams wear "colored" uniforms for half of their games and "non-
colored" uniforms for the other half. Accordingly, one might expect
our two samples of black-uniformed teams to be particularly aggressive
when wearing their colored uniforms. However, an analysis of the rele-

vant data during the previous two NFL and NHL seasons revealed no
such tendency in either sport (we performed this analysis on the data

from the previous two seasons only because of the difficulty of obtaining
the necessary penalty records of individual games). Nevertheless, we do
not believe that this finding seriously weakens our thesis because a
team's self-perception and/or public reputation no doubt carries over

beyond individual games. Whatever effect a team's primary color has
on its players or on the referees may very well generalize to those games
in which it wears its noncolored uniforms. In support of this contention,
we note that teams without exception identify themselves by their pri-
mary color and not by the color white. One frequently hears comments
like "C'mOn blue!" and "Let's go red!" but never "Hang in there,

white!"
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and somewhat nonaggressive"). After watching both plays, subjects then
answered three questions concerning their overall impressions of the
defensive team. In particular, subjects put an X on a 35-point dotted
line to indicate their impression of the defensive team's "aggressive-
ness," their impression of the team's "dirtiness," and their assessment
of the importance of "calling a 'tight' game" (i.e., one with a strict inter-
pretation and implementation of the rules) in any game in which the
defensive team was a participant to ensure that "aggression does not get
out of hand."

Subjects. Two groups of subjects were run in this experiment. One
was a group of 40 knowledgeable football fans from Cornell University.
Ten of these subjects were run in each of the four experimental condi-
tions. The other subjects were 20 referees of college and high school
football games (with 8-35 years of experience at officiating). These sub-
jects were run only in the "color" conditions of this experiment.

In essence, then, this investigation consisted of two experiments: one
a complete 2 X 2 factorial experiment with 40 college students as sub-
jects, and the other a partial replication (color conditions only) using
experienced referees.

Results

Referees' ratings of individual plays. Were the referee sub-
jects more inclined to penalize the defensive team when it was
wearing black? To answer this question, the referees' penalty
ratings for the two plays were analyzed by a 2 (uniform co-
lor) X 2 (play) analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated mea-
sures on the second factor. This analysis showed the predicted
main effect of uniform color to be significant, F(l, 18) = 6.43,
p < .05. As can be seen in the relevant segments of Figure 2, the
referees were more inclined to penalize the defensive team if
they saw the black versions of the two plays (Ms = 7.2 and 2.4
for Plays 1 and 2, respectively) than if they saw the white ver-
sions (Ms = 5.3 and 1.0). There was also a significant, but unim-
portant, main effect of the play being rated, F(l, 18) = 38.08,
p < .0001, but no significant interaction between uniform color
and play, F < 1.

Similar results were obtained on the referees' ratings of the
aggressiveness of the defensive team's actions in these plays. As
with the first measure, the ANOVA revealed a significant main
effect of uniform color, F(l, 18) = 6.52, p < .05; a significant
but unimportant main effect of play, F(\, 18) = 33.05, p <
.0001; and no interaction between these two variables, F < 1.
The defensive team was thought to be more aggressive by the
referees who saw the black versions of the two plays (Ms = 6.1
and 3.1 for Plays 1 and 2, respectively) than by those who saw
the white versions (Ms = 5.0 and 2.2).

College students' ratings of individual plays. Because the
data provided by the college students included the crucial con-
trol conditions of showing the two plays with the color elimi-
nated, their ratings were analyzed by a 2 (uniform color) X 2
("video condition"—i.e., color/no-color) X 2 (play) ANOVA
with repeated measures on the last factor. For subjects' penalty
ratings, this analysis revealed the hypothesized significant inter-
action between uniform color and video condition, F( 1, 36) =
16.62, p < .001. As will be discussed in detail later, this interac-
tion corresponds to the tendency for subjects to be more in-
clined to penalize the defensive team in the black versions of
the plays, but only when the plays were shown in color. The only
other significant effects were two meaningless main effects of

PLAY #1

Likelihood
of

penalty

Color; referees

No color; college
students

BLACK

Team's uniform color

PLAY #2

Likelihood
of

penalty

Color; college
students

Color; referees

o No color; college
students

WHm= BLACK

Team's uniform color

Figure 2. Subjects' mean inclination to penalize
the defensive team, by condition.

play, F(\, 36) = 40.81, p < .0001, and video condition, F(l,
36) = 9.35, p<. 005.

The results are shown graphically in the relevant segments of
Figure 2. By examining just the data from those subjects who
saw the two plays in color, one can see that the results are nearly
identical to those provided by the referees. Subjects who saw
the black versions of the plays were more inclined to penalize
the defensive team than were those who saw the white versions.
This was true for both Play 1 (Ms = 6.2 vs. 3.7 for the black and
white versions, respectively), F(\, 36) = 7.02, p < .02, and Play
2 (Ms = 2.5 versus 1.1),F(l, 36) = 7.lB,p< .02.

In contrast, an examination of the data from those subjects
who saw the two plays with the color removed reveals a very
different, but equally important, pattern. Among these subjects,
those who had witnessed the "black" versions of the two plays
were not any more inclined to penalize the defensive team than
were those who had seen the "white" versions. In fact, for Play 1
the "white" version of the play (M = 4.2) prompted marginally
higher penalty ratings than the "black" version (M = 2.6), F(l,
36) = 2.89, p < .10. (This produced a significant interaction
between uniform color and videotape condition when the data
from this play were analyzed separately, F[l, 36] = 9.47, p <
.01.) Thus, for this play at least, our attempt to make the
"black" and "white" versions identical may have been unsuc-
cessful. However, the direction of this asymmetry works against
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our hypothesis: The ratings of the subjects in these control con-

ditions of the experiment indicate that the defensive team in

the white version of the play may have been "objectively" more

aggressive than in the black. For Play 2, the ratings of those who

had seen the "black" (M = 1.2) and "white" (M = 1.3) versions

were virtually identical, F < 1, producing a significant interac-

tion between uniform color and video condition for this play as

well, F(l, 36) = 4.12, p < .05, These control conditions, then,

demonstrate that the tendency of both the college students and

the referees to be more inclined to penalize the defensive team

when it was wearing black cannot be attributed to any inherent

difference in the two versions of the two plays.

Similar results were obtained on the college students' ratings

of the defensive team's aggressiveness in these two plays. The

2 X 2 X 2 ANOVA revealed the hypothesized significant interac-

tion between uniform color and video condition, F\\, 36) =

15.34, p < .001. The analysis also produced a significant main

effect of play, F(l, 36) = 19.72, p < .0001, and a marginally

significant effect of video condition, P(l, 36) = 3.24, p < .10.

As with the penalty ratings, when the plays were seen in color,

those who had seen the black versions of the plays saw margin-

ally more aggressiveness on the part of the defensive team than

those who had seen the white versions. This was true of both

Play 1 (Ms = 5.0 vs. 3.9, for the black and white versions, re-

spectively), F(l, 36) = 3.46, p < .10, and Play 2 (Ms = 3.5 and

2.4), F(l, 36) = 3.20, p< .10. In contrast, when seen without

color, Play 1 yielded higher aggressiveness ratings in the "white"

condition (M = 4.8) than in the "black" condition (M = 3.4),

F(\, 36) = 5.62, p < .05, and Play 2 yielded no difference be-

tween conditions (Ms = 2.4 and 2.5), F < 1. (The interaction

between uniform color and video condition for each play sepa-

rately was as follows: For Play 1, F[l, 36] = 8.93, p < .01; for

Play 2, f[ 1,36] = 1.33, ns.)

Summary assessments of the defensive team. Recall that af-

ter watching both plays, subjects rated the overall aggressiveness

and "dirtiness" of the defensive team and indicated how likely

they would be to call a "tight" game in any contest in which

the defensive team was one of the participants. For the referee

subjects, the results were strong and consistent. Compared to

their counterparts who had seen the white versions of the two

plays, those who had seen the black versions rated the defensive

team as significantly more aggressive (Ms = 23.3 vs. 10.0), F([,

18) = 8.67, p < .01, and marginally more dirty (Ms = 16.1 vs.

9.2), F(\, 18) = 2.84, p < .11, and, perhaps most important,

were significantly more inclined to call a tight game (Ms = 27.5

vs. 12.7), F(l, 36) = 16.47, p < .001.

The analysis of the college students' ratings on these measures

revealed consistent, but for the most part less strong, results.

After watching the tapes in color, those who had seen the black

versions of the plays tended to give higher ratings on all three

measures than those who had seen the white versions; in con-

trast, there were no such differences in subjects' ratings when

the plays were seen with the color removed. However, the crucial

interaction between uniform color and video condition was sig-

nificant for the dirtiness ratings only, F(l, 36) = 5.75, p < .05

(Ms =17.1 vs. 9.8 for those who had seen the black and white

versions in color; Ms = 11.4 vs. 15.6 for those who had seen the

same versions, respectively, with the color removed).

Discussion

These data provide strong support for a "social perception"

interpretation of the observed tendency for professional sports

teams that wear black uniforms to be penalized more than their

rivals. Teams that wear black uniforms receive harsher treat-

ment from the referees. Because we associate the color black

with meanness and aggressiveness, we "see" more aggressive-

ness or more malevolent intent in the actions of players wearing

black uniforms. When asked to assume the role of a referee,

the subjects in this experiment were more likely to penalize the

defensive team when its players were wearing black uniforms

than when they were wearing white, despite the fact that the

actions performed by the players in black uniforms were not in

any objective sense more aggressive or illegal. Perhaps the most

telling evidence that the inordinate number of penalties

amassed by black-uniformed teams is at least partially due to

the judgments of referees is that our sample of experienced

officials—who actually make the calls in real college and high

school football games—indicated that they would call a

"tighter" game when the team they had seen was wearing black

uniforms.

Having thus obtained support for the "social perception" in-

terpretation of the excessive number of penalties amassed by

teams that wear black uniforms in professional sports, it is im-

portant to determine whether this is the sole cause of the ob-

served effect. To address this question, we now turn to an exper-

iment designed to test the "self-perception" interpretation of

this effect: whether wearing black uniforms actually leads play-

ers to behave more aggressively.

Study 4: Inducing Aggression by the Wearing

of Black Uniforms

There are a couple of difficulties that confront any attempt

to test whether wearing a black uniform tends to make a person

more aggressive. First, any such test is fraught with the usual

ethical problems involved in all research on human aggression.

Second, in light of the results of Study 3, any aggression elicited

in such an experiment would have to be objectively recorded

rather than assessed by human judges. The usual solution to

these twin problems is to use some version of the bogus shock

paradigm (Buss, 1961). However, we chose not to use this proce-

dure because of the difficulty in finding subjects who—given the

publicity of Milgram's (1965, 1974) work—would not view the

proceedings with extreme suspicion.

Our solution to these problems was to collect "behavioroid"

data (cf. Carlsmith, Ellsworth, & Aronson, 1976) in the form of

subjects' intended aggressive behavior. Volunteers for an experi-

ment on competition were led to believe that they would be vy-

ing against other subjects in several competitive events. They

were also led to believe that they could exercise some control

over which events they were to participate in by selecting their

5 most preferred events from a list of 12. The 12 events varied

in the amount of aggressiveness they called for, allowing us to

use subjects' choices as a measure of their readiness to engage in

aggressive action. By means of a suitable cover story, we elicited

subjects' choices twice: once individually when wearing their

usual clothes, and later as a team of 3 wearing black or white
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jerseys. We hypothesized that wearing black jerseys would in-

duce subjects to view themselves as more mean and aggressive

and thus would produce more of a "group shift" toward aggres-

sive choices by subjects wearing black jerseys than by those

wearing white (Drabman & Thomas, 1977; Jafie, Shapir, & Yi-

non, 1981;Jaffe&Yinon, 1979).

Method

Overview. Subjects participated in groups of 3 in an experiment os-

tensibly on the "psychology of competition." Each group was told that
they would be competing against another team of 3 on a series of five

games of everyone's choosing. To find out their preferences, they were
asked to individually rank order 5 activities from a group of 12. After
making their choices, the subjects were outfitted in either white or black
uniforms in the guise of facilitating team identity. Then, while the ex-
perimenter was supposedly administering instructions to the other

team, the 3 subjects were told to discuss their individual choices and to
decide as a group on a rank ordering of the five activities they would like
to include in the competition. This second ranking allowed us to assess
whether subjects would choose more aggressive games as a group after

donning black uniforms than after putting on white uniforms. Finally,
as an auxiliary measure of aggression, subjects were administered a

brief Thematic Apperception Test (TAT; Murray) to assess their level of
aggressive ideation.

Subjects. The subjects were 72 male students from Cornell University
who were paid $3 for their participation. They were run in groups of 3,

with the members of each group unacquainted with one another.
Procedure. As the subjects reported for the experiment they were

brought together in one room and led to believe that another group of

3 subjects was assembling in a different room. Subjects were told, that

You will be competing, as a team, on a series of five games against
another group of three subjects who are waiting in the next room.
I matched the two teams for size as you came in, so the contests
should be fair. This study is designed to mimic real-life competition
as closely as possible. . . [and so] . . . we want you to choose the
games you want to play.

Subjects were then given a list of descriptions of 12 games and were

asked to indicate, individually, which games they would like to play.
They were asked to choose 5 of the 12 games and to rank order those 5.
After reminding the subjects not to discuss their choices with one an-
other, the experimenter left the room, ostensibly to elicit the choices of
the other team.

Upon his return, the experimenter collected the subjects' individual
choices and stated that "now I would like you to make a group decision

as to which games you will play, because many times people's prefer-
ences are so divergent that we need to use a group choice to serve as a
tie-breaker when deciding on which games to play." The experimenter
further explained that "to make this experiment more like real-world

competition and to build team cohesion, I would like you to put these
uniforms on over your shirts. From now on you will be referred to as
the black [white] team." The subjects were then given black or white
uniforms with silver duct-tape numerals (7, 8, and 11) on the backs.

The experimenter once again left the room to allow the subjects to
make their group choices and then returned after 5 min. He then ex-
plained,

Now that I have everyone's individual and team selections, I will
go and set up the five games that received the most votes. While 1
am doing this, I want you to complete a standard psychological task
to get all of you in the same state of mind before we start.

Subjects were asked to write a brief story about a scene depicted in a

TAT card (Card 18 BM from Murray's, 1943, original series). Subjects

were given 4 min to write a story based on the following questions: (a)
What is happening in the picture? (b) What is being thought by the

characters in the picture? (c) What has led up to this picture? and (d)
What will happen to the characters in the picture?

After 4 min the experimenter returned, collected the TAT protocols,
and thoroughly debriefed the subjects. All subjects seemed surprised
(and many disappointed) to learn that the experiment was over. The
debriefing interview also made it clear that none of the subjects had
entertained the possibility that the color of their uniforms might have
been the focus of the experiment.

Dependent measures. The primary dependent measure in this exper-

iment was the level of aggressiveness involved in the games subjects
wanted to include in the competition. A group of 30 subjects had earlier
rated a set of descriptions of 20 games in terms of how much aggressive-

ness they involved. The 12 games that had received the most consistent
ratings and that represented a wide spectrum of aggressiveness were
then used as the stimulus set in this experiment. These 12 games were
ranked in terms of these aggressiveness ratings and assigned point values

consistent with their ranks, from the most aggressive (12, 11, and 10
points for "chicken fights," "dart gun duel," and "burnout," respec-

tively) to the least aggressive (1, 2, and 3 points for "basket shooting,"
"block stacking," and "putting contest," respectively). Subjects were
asked to choose the five games that they wanted to include in the compe-
tition and to rank order their five choices in terms of preference. To get
an overall measure of the aggressiveness of each subject's preferences,

we multiplied the point value of his first choice by 5, his second choice
by 4, and so forth, and then added these five products. When comparing
the choices made by the subjects individually (without uniforms) with

those made by the same individuals as a group (with uniforms), we com-
pared the average individual choices of the 3 subjects with their group

choice.
The second dependent measure in this experiment was subjects' re-

sponses to the TAT card. Subjects' TAT stories were scored on a 5-point
aggressiveness scale (Feshbach, 1955). Stories devoid of aggression re-
ceived a score of 1, those with a little indirect aggression a score of 2,
those with considerable indirect or a little direct aggression a 3, those
with direct physical aggression a 4, and those with graphic violence a 5.

These ratings were made by two judges who were unaware of the sub-
jects' condition. The judges' ratings were in perfect agreement on 47%
of the stories and were within one point on another 48%.

Results

The mean levels of aggressiveness in subjects' individual and

group choices are presented in Table 4. As expected, there was

no difference in subjects' individual choices across the two

groups (Ms = 113.4 vs. 113.5), because they were not wearing

different-colored uniforms at the time these choices were made.

However, the subjects who then donned black uniforms subse-

quently chose more aggressive games (mean change in aggres-

siveness = 16.8), whereas those who put on white uniforms

showed no such shift (mean change = 2.4). A 2 X 2 mixed be-

tween/within ANOVA of subjects' choices yielded a significant

interaction between uniform color and individual/group

choice, F(\, 22) = 6.14, p < .05, indicating that the pattern of

choices made by subjects in black uniforms was different from

that of those wearing white. Wearing black uniforms induced

subjects to seek out more aggressive activities, matched-pairs

t( 11) = 3.21, p < .01; wearing white uniforms did not, matched-

pairsf(ll)= 1.00, ns.

The subjects who wore black uniforms also tended to express

more aggressive ideation (M — 3.20) in their TAT stories than
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Table 4

Mean Level of Aggressiveness Contained in Subjects'

Chosen Activities, by Condition

color

Mean
individual

choice
(without

uniforms)

M SD

Group choice
(with

uniforms)

M SD

Change in
aggressiveness

M SD

White 113.4 23.9 115.8 25.4 +2.4 8.5
Black 113.5 18.4 130.3 22.9 +16.8 18.1

did subjects wearing white uniforms (M = 2.89), although this

difference was not significant, t < 1.

Discussion

The results of this experiment support the hypothesis that

wearing a black uniform can increase a person's inclination to

engage in aggressive behavior. Subjects who wore black uni-

forms showed a marked increase in intended aggression relative

to those wearing white uniforms. These results, in conjunction

with the findings of Study 3, suggest that the excessive penalties

amassed by black-uniformed teams in professional sports stem

from two distinct processes—their own aggressiveness and

harsher treatment by the referees.

It should be noted, however, that at this point we can place

more confidence in the role played by the referees than by the

players themselves. The effect of referees' judgments was di-

rectly assessed by having real referees do what they are paid to

do—make judgments about the legality of various actions in

the game of football. In contrast, our demonstration that wear-

ing black uniforms increased subjects' willingness to act aggres-

sively involved only intended aggression and did not employ

any real football or hockey players as subjects. It would have

been interesting to have allowed our subjects to compete against

one another in their chosen activities and seen whether those in

black jerseys performed more aggressively.'We refrained from

doing so because of ethical and methodological difficulties (i.e.,

the difficulty in measuring aggressiveness in light of the results

of Study 3). Nevertheless, the results of this experiment make

the important point that in a competitive setting at least, merely

donning a black uniform can increase a person's willingness to

seek out opportunities for aggression. If the wearing of a black

uniform can have such an effect in the laboratory, there is every

reason to believe that it would have even stronger effects on the

playing field (or rink), where many forms of aggression are con-

sidered acceptable behavior.

General Discussion

Previous research in the social psychological literature has

demonstrated that the cues inherent in certain uniforms can

influence a person's willingness to harm another individual

(Johnson & Downing, 1979). With this in mind, we investigated

whether the widespread association between the color black and

evil and death (Adams & Osgood, 1973) might lead to elevated

levels of aggressiveness on the part of people wearing black uni-

forms. In particular, we examined whether the teams with black

uniforms in two professional "contact" sports tend to be un-

usually aggressive, as measured by how frequently they are pe-

nalized. As predicted, teams with black uniforms in the NFL

and the NHL were penalized significantly more often during

the last 17 years than their rivals in nonblack uniforms. Further-

more, those teams that switched from nonblack to black uni-

forms during this time period experienced an immediate and

dramatic increase in penalties. The results of our two labora-

tory experiments indicate that the effect of wearing black uni-

forms on a team's history of penalties may be attributable to

two distinct processes. Study 3 demonstrated that players in

black uniforms are judged more harshly than those in white

uniforms by nonpartisan judges and thus are more likely to be

penalized for actions that would be overlooked if performed by

members of another team. In Study 4, subjects wearing black

uniforms were more inclined than their white-uniformed coun-

terparts to seek out opportunities for aggressive competition,

providing some initial support for the idea that football and

hockey players who wear black uniforms actually play more ag-

gressively than their rivals.

These results raise several intriguing questions. Perhaps the

simplest of these is whether our central findings are best thought

of as a discrete difference between teams wearing black versus

nonblack uniforms, or as a continuous difference between

teams whose uniforms vary less abruptly in color and malevo-

lent appearance. One way to address this question is to examine

the relationship between the malevolence ratings in Study 1 and

the penalty records in Study 2. The correlation between the ma-

levolence ratings and penalty records for all 28 NFL teams is

.40, p < .05, and for all 21 NHL teams is .48, p < .05. These

correlations, however, incorporate the significant dichotomous

difference between the penalty records of teams with black and

nonblack uniforms. When this black/nonblack difference is

controlled through a partial correlation analysis, the relation-

ship between the malevolent appearance of a team's uniform

and its history of penalties is reduced considerably in the NFL

(r = . 13) and disappears completely in the NHL (r = .02). Thus,

it appears that the "uniform effect" reported above is a discrete

effect of black versus nonblack uniforms, although there is the

faintest suggestion in the data from the NFL that this discrete

difference might constitute the most robust part of a more sub-

tle continuous effect of uniform color. It remains for further

research to conclusively resolve this question.

A second question raised by this research concerns the gener-

ality of the effect of uniform color on aggression. It is very un-

likely that donning any black uniform in any situation would

make a person more inclined to act aggressively. We do not be-

lieve, for example, that the black garments worn by Catholic

clergymen or Hassidic Jews make them any more aggressive

than their secular peers. Rather, it would seem to be the case

that the semantic link between the color black and evil and ag-

gressiveness would be particularly salient in domains that al-

ready possess overtones of competition, confrontation, and

physical aggression. Thus, the kind of results that we have re-

ported may be most likely to be observed in precisely the do-

main chosen for this investigation: Physical dominance and in-
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timidation are an inherent part of many sports, with various

forms of aggression not only tolerated, but actively encouraged.

With this in mind, any speculation about other domains in

which analogous effects might be obtained should center on

those areas that also possess inherent elements offeree and con-

frontation. The actions of uniformed police officers and prison

guards may be one such area. Is it the case, in other words, that

the color of the uniforms worn by such individuals influences

the amount of aggressiveness they exhibit in performing their

duties? This intriguing possibility could readily be tested by ex-

amining archival indices of aggression and violence involving

police officers and prison guards, such as charges of police bru-

tality and assaults on police officers (cf. Mauro, 1984). These

analyses could involve both cross-sectional comparisons of po-

lice departments (or prisons) with different-colored uniforms,

as well as longitudinal comparisons within departments that

have changed uniform colors. We should point out, however,

that we strongly doubt whether there are any police depart-

ments or penal institutions in this country that issue black uni-

forms to their personnel, possibly out of implicit recognition of

this article's central thesis. Nevertheless, the uniforms of police

officers and prison guards do vary in color a great deal, from

dark blue to light khaki. Thus, one might still expect to find

an effect of uniform color on aggressiveness if the subsequent

research alluded to above indicates that the uniform effect we

have documented is indeed more than a simple dichotomous

difference between black and nonblack uniforms.

The third, and in many ways most important, question raised

by this research concerns the exact mechanisms by which the

color of a team's uniform has an effect on its history of penal-

ties. We have described two general mechanisms to account for

such an effect, one involving the judgments of referees and the

other involving the behavior of the players themselves. The way

in which a visual stimulus like a black uniform can affect the

judgment of referees is rather straightforward. There is now a

large literature documenting how people's mental sets can dis-

tort their judgment and perception of events (Gilovich, 1981,

1983; Langer & Abelson, 1974; Nisbett & Ross, 1980; Snyder

&Uranowitz, 1978; Zadny& Gerard, 1974). However, the ways

in which wearing a black uniform might affect the behavior of

the wearer may seem less clear.

<f Our own explanation of this phenomenon centers upon the

implicit demands on one's behavior generated by wearing a par-

ticular kind of uniform. To wear a certain uniform is to assume

a particular identity, an identity that not only elicits a certain

response from others but also compels a particular pattern of

behavior from the wearer (Stone, 1962). Wearing an athletic

uniform, for example, thrusts one into the role of athlete, and

leads one to "try on" the image that such a role conveys. When

the uniform is that of a football or hockey player, part of that

image—and therefore part of what one "becomes"—involves

toughness, aggressiveness, and "machismo." These elements

are particularly salient when the color of one's uniform is black.

Just as observers see those in black uniforms as tough, mean,

and aggressive, so too does the person wearing that uniform

(Bern, 1972). Having inferred such an identity, the person then

remains true to the image by acting more aggressively in certain

prescribed contexts.

More broadly construed, then, our results serve as a reminder

of the flexible or "situated" nature of the self (Alexander &

Knight, 1971; Goffman, 1959; Mead, 1934; Stone, 1962).

Different situations, different roles, and even different uniforms

can induce us to try on different identities. Around those who

are socially subdued or shy, we become a vivacious extrovert;

around true socialites, we may retreat into the more reserved

role of resident intellectual. In the presence of family members,

we play the role of learned scholar granted us by our advanced

degrees; in the company of Nobel laureates, we think of our-

selves less as scientists and more as amateur musicians, devoted

fathers and mothers, or fun-loving globetrotters. Some of these

identities that we try to adopt do not suit us, and they are aban-

doned. This sustains our belief that personalities are stable and

reassures us that at our core lies a "true" self. To a surprising

degree, however, the identities we are led to adopt do indeed fit,

and we continue to play them out in the appropriate circum-

stances. Perhaps the best evidence for this claim is the existence

of identity conflict, such as that experienced by college students

who bring their roommates home to meet their parents. This is

often a disconcerting experience for many students because

they cannot figure out how they should behave or "who they

should be"—with their parents they are one person and with

their friends they are someone else entirely.

The present investigation demonstrates how a seemingly triv-

ial environmental variable, the color of one's uniform, can in-

duce such a shift in a person's identity. This is not to suggest,

however, that in other contexts the direction of causality might

not be reversed. The black outfits worn by gangs like the Hell's

Angels, for example, are no doubt deliberately chosen precisely

because they convey the desired malevolent image. Thus, as in

the world portrayed in the typical American Western, it may

be that many inherently evil characters choose to wear black.

However, the present investigation makes it clear that in certain

contexts at least, some people become the bad guys because they

wear black.
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